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ABSTRACT
Spectral retrieval techniques are currently our best tool to interpret the observed exoplanet at-
mospheric data. Said techniques retrieve the optimal atmospheric components and parameters by
identifying the best fit to an observed transmission/emission spectrum. Over the past decade, our
understanding of remote worlds in our galaxy has flourished thanks to the use of increasingly sophis-
ticated spectral retrieval techniques and the collective effort of the community working on exoplanet
atmospheric models. A new generation of instruments in space and from the ground is expected to
deliver higher quality data in the next decade, it is therefore paramount to upgrade current models
and improve their reliability, completeness and numerical speed with which they can be run. In this
paper, we address the issue of reliability of the results provided by retrieval models in the presence
of systematics of unknown origin. More specifically, we demonstrate that if we fit directly individual
light-curves at different wavelengths (L - retrieval), instead of fitting transit or eclipse depths, as it is
currently done (S - retrieval), the results obtained are more robust against astrophysical and instru-
mental noise. This new approach is tested, in particular, when discrepant simulated observations from
HST/WFC3 and Spitzer/IRAC are combined. We find that while S-retrievals converge to an incorrect
solution without any warning, L - retrievals are able to identify potential discrepancies between the
data-sets.
1. INTRODUCTION
The characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres is
at the forefront of exoplanetary science. The chemical
composition and thermal structure of the known exo-
atmospheres provide powerful diagnostics to study for-
mation and evolution processes for different classes of
exoplanets and, in principle, help to identify habitable
worlds.
Until now, the community has relied mostly on in-
struments in space and from the ground which were not
conceived to observe exoplanetary atmospheres, using
instruments onboard the Spitzer and the Hubble Space
Telescopes or mounted on ground-based facilities such
as the VLT, Gemini and Keck observatories. Despite
the difficulty in recording minute flux changes, there
have been numerous publications reporting the detec-
tion of various chemical species in the atmosphere, which
Corresponding author: K.H. Yip
kai.yip.13@ucl.ac.uk
include water-vapour, carbon-bearing molecules, alkali
metals and ions, condensates and hazes (e.g. (Char-
bonneau et al. 2002; Vidal-Madjar et al. 2004; Barman
2008; Tinetti et al. 2007; Redfield et al. 2008; Swain
et al. 2009; Linsky et al. 2010; Fossati et al. 2010; de
Kok et al. 2013; Barman et al. 2015; Macintosh et al.
2015; Arcangeli et al. 2018)). When the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) was installed on HST, more and
better space-recorded spectra became available (Dem-
ing et al. 2013; Swain et al. 2013; Stevenson et al. 2014;
Haynes et al. 2015; Barman et al. 2015). Despite its
narrow spectral range and non-continuous observation
window due to the low Earth orbit of HST, molecular
species in the atmosphere of exoplanets, such as H2O
(Berta et al. 2012; Mandell et al. 2013; Ehrenreich et al.
2014), He (Spake et al. 2018) and VO/TiO (Evans et al.
2016) have been identified. Years of observations with
HST/WFC3 have yielded the first population studies
of gaseous planets (Sing et al. 2016; Tsiaras et al. 2018)
and the very first spectra of super-Earth atmospheres
(Kreidberg et al. 2014; Tsiaras et al. 2016a).
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2To broaden the spectral range covered by existing ob-
servations, data from different instruments are usually
combined (Swain et al. 2009; Kreidberg et al. 2014). For
instance, the IRAC camera on board the Spitzer Space
Telescope may offer additional constraints to quantify
CO and CO2 abundances and sound the temperature
profile of the planet, due to its ability to record mid-
IR spectral channels (Cowan et al. 2012; Zellem et al.
2014). However, current instruments are not calibrated
at the 100 ppm level, and therefore when combining data
taken from different observatories, with no overlap in
wavelengths, there is the risk of injecting incorrect in-
formation in the retrieval. An additional issue is that
sometimes different data reduction approaches lead to
different transit/eclipse depths and therefore diverging
conclusions in the interpretation, e.g. the case of the
thermal inversion in HD 209458 b (Diamond-Lowe et al.
2014; Line et al. 2016).
Many of the next-generation space missions and
ground-based observatories, such as JWST (Greene
et al. 2016), ELT (Brandl et al. 2016), TMT (Skid-
more et al. 2018), Twinkle (Edwards et al. 2018) and
dedicated missions to exoplanet characterization such
as ARIEL (Tinetti et al. 2018) and WFIRST CGI (Lacy
et al. 2018) are due to launch or see first light in the
next decade. These instruments promise to achieve a
more comprehensive wavelength coverage and/or higher
spectral resolving power at a greater precision. The
technological advance in instrumentation also prompts
the need to upgrade the data analysis techniques to ac-
count for uncertainties propagated through the spectral
extraction process to the atmospheric model.
Current atmospheric retrieval models have focused
on inferring a planet’s atmospheric composition and
structure by fitting a theoretical spectrum to an ob-
served transmission/emission/reflection spectrum (e.g.
Irwin et al. 2008; Madhusudhan & Seager 2009; Line
et al. 2013; Waldmann et al. 2015; Cubillos et al. 2016;
Lavie et al. 2017; Goyal et al. 2018; Gandhi & Mad-
husudhan 2018). This approach does not account for
the existing correlation between orbital parameters and
atmospheric components, as only transit/eclipse depths
are processed by current retrievals.
In this paper, we focus on transiting planets and pro-
pose a novel, more comprehensive approach that takes
the retrieval process one step closer to the raw data, by
integrating the light-curve fitting process into the atmo-
spheric retrieval process. The new approach can uncover
systematic errors that were difficult to detect, while re-
trieving atmospheric information from transit/eclipse
spectra. This paper is divided into two parts: the
first part aims to explain the concept of integrating
light-curve fitting routines into an atmospheric retrieval
framework, followed by case studies to demonstrate the
concept in practice and validate the results. The second
part focuses on demonstrating the advantages of using
our integrated over the conventional approach, when
combining data from different instruments. We inves-
tigate the possible effects of systematic errors on the
retrieval results.
2. THE L - RETRIEVAL
The conventional way to infer atmospheric compo-
nents relies on fitting a theoretical transmission, emis-
sion or reflection spectrum to the observed one. For
transiting planets, the observed spectrum is obtained
from a series of raw, wavelength dependent light-curves,
which are analyzed in a prior, separate step. Our pro-
posed method takes the entire atmospheric retrieval pro-
cess closer to the observed data: instead of fitting the
final transit/eclipse spectrum, information from each
raw light-curve is used to derive directly the atmo-
spheric components. For clarity, the former approach
will be called the spectral retrieval, or ‘S - retrieval’,
hereafter and the latter one the light-curve retrieval, or
‘L - retrieval’. See Figure 1 for a schematic comparison
between the two approaches.
A light-curve records the duration and the extent of
the drop in brightness coming from a system, when a
planet transits across its host star or is eclipsed by it.
The shape of the light-curve is affected by a number
of factors, namely, the radius of the planet, the limb-
darkening effect from the host star, the orbital configu-
ration of the system and the detectors’ characteristics.
For the purpose of this paper, which is mainly aimed
at illustrating the concept of retrieving the atmospheric
parameters directly from light-curves, a number of as-
sumptions were made throughout the investigation:
• All the light-curves record only a single transit ob-
servation.
• Observed data is provided in the form of de-
trended light-curves.
• Building on assumption 1, parameters that cannot
be determined from a single transit, such as the
period and the eccentricity, are given as constants.
• The limb-darkening coefficients for all light-curves
are given as constants.
The fitting procedure of the L - retrieval follows these
steps: given a set of raw, de-trended light-curves as in-
put, an atmospheric forward model is first generated
from a prior distribution of atmospheric components.
3Figure 1. Comparison between the S - retrieval and our proposed approach, the L - retrieval. The major difference between the
two is the merge of two separate fitting processes into one, bypassing the creation of a transmission/emission spectrum during
the fitting process.
Figure 2. Illustration of the raw light-curve chain and the
modelled light-curve chain. The different colours represent
light-curves at different wavelength. The x-axis is absent as
the light-curves are joined together to form an array (chain)
during the operation. The actual chain could be of any
length and shape depending on the input data.
The simulated binned transit depths are used to gener-
ate the set of synthetic light-curves. Additional informa-
tion about the planet-star system is required during this
process: e.g. the limb-darkening coefficients, period, ec-
centricity, inclination, the ratio between the semi-major
axis and the radius of the star, a/R∗ and mid-transit
time. As mentioned before, in this investigation we fixed
the limb-darkening coefficients, the period and the ec-
centricity. Once the modelled light-curves are generated
at different wavelengths, they are compared with the
raw light-curves to compute the likelihood.
To speed-up the fitting process, the simulated light-
curves at different wavelengths are connected together to
form a “modelled light-curve chain”. The same process
is done to the raw light-curves to form a “raw light-
curve chain”. A global Gaussian likelihood is computed
via equation 1. The equation is empirically the same as
the one used to compute the overall Gaussian likelihood
between an observed transit or eclipse spectrum and a
forward modelled spectrum. However, the term σdata
refers to the error associated with each data point in
the de-trended light-curves, and not the one associated
with each transit depth.
lnL = ln
[
(2piσ2data)
(−n/2)exp
(
− 1
2σ2data
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2
)]
(1)
The above process is iterated until it converges to a
satisfactory result. Here we implemented the MultiNest
Nested Sampling routine to sample and map the poste-
rior distribution space for the fitted parameters (Skilling
2006; Feroz et al. 2009). MultiNest efficiently samples
high-dimensional likelihood spaces and has been used
extensively by the retrieval community in recent years
(Benneke & Seager 2013; Buchner et al. 2014; MacDon-
ald & Madhusudhan 2017; Lavie et al. 2017; Goyal et al.
2018; Gandhi & Madhusudhan 2018, e.g.).
The L - retrieval can be set to either fit for atmospheric
components only or also with selected orbital elements.
In the former case, all the orbital information are pro-
vided as constants, while in the latter case, i,a/R∗and
tmid are set as free parameters. The two cases will be
denoted as “orbital fitting disabled” and “orbital fitting
enabled”, respectively, for the rest of the paper.
The implementation of the L - retrieval is achieved by
integrating PyLightcurve into TauREx. The validation
of the new retrieval method is discussed in the next sec-
tion, where the outputs from both S - and L - retrievals
are compared. Once the reproducibility and reliability
of the L - retrieval are verified, our investigation can fo-
cus on the correlation between the atmospheric and the
orbital components.
2.1. Reproducibility test
4Table 1. Atmospheric Parameters Used To Create The For-
ward Model of HD 209458 b-like planet.
Atmospheric Parameters Values
Radius of the Planet (RJ) 1.35
Cloud Top Pressure (mbar) 10
Water Abundance (log(H2O)) -4
Temperature of the atmosphere (K) 1500
Figure 3. Example of synthetic light-curves generated for
HST/WFC3 (a) and Spitzer/IRAC (b). Observations taken
from HST/WFC3 contained incomplete phase while observa-
tions from Spitzer/IRAC captured the entire duration. The
gap in (a) is reproduced according to observation schedule
from Deming et al. (2013).
We simulate the scenario where a transiting event of
an HD 209458 b-like planet is observed via the G141
grism of the HST/WFC3 camera. The input data for
this scenario are simulated using both TauREx and
PyLightcurve. Figure 3 shows a synthetic light-curve as
recorded with Spitzer/IRAC. The gaps shown in Fig-
ure 3 represent periods of no observations, originated
from low Earth orbit of HST. The schedule of the gaps
were aligned with data from Deming et al. (2013), to re-
produce a more realistic case. A few assumptions were
made during the process of generating these light-curves:
• Instrumental response is omitted.
• The only active gas in the atmosphere is water
vapour.
• Isothermal Temperature-Pressure profile is as-
sumed.
• A grey cloud deck is assumed.
The atmosphere of the planet is simulated using the for-
ward model of TauREx. Table 1 summarizes the pa-
rameter values used to generate the forward model. The
radius of the planet HD 209458 b is taken from (Villar-
real D’Angelo et al. 2018) and the other atmospheric
parameters are taken from Tsiaras et al. (2016a). The
newly-generated forward model is binned to match the
resolution of the G141 grism. PyLightcurve is used to
generate a set of 25 normalized light-curves. To create
Table 2. Orbital Configuration of HD 209458 b-like planet
(Villarreal D’Angelo et al. 2018).
Period 3.524
e 0
i 86.71
a/R∗ 8.76
Tmid 2456196.28836
Periastron 0
realistic light-curves, the orbital parameters of our sim-
ulated system are taken from (Villarreal D’Angelo et al.
2018). The limb-darkening coefficients are computed us-
ing the PHOENIX stellar models (Husser et al. 2013).
These newly generated light-curves are injected with
100ppm of normally distributed noise to mimic typical
observed data.
The data are fed into both approaches. As these data
are generated in normalized form, they can be used di-
rectly by the L - retrieval. Both modes of L - retrieval
were tested to assess their validity.
An additional treatment is needed for the S - retrieval.
The simulated data underwent individual Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC Sharma 2017) fitting to extract
the transit depth at each wavelength. The incomplete
coverage of the HST/WFC3 data has made it difficult
to fit for both RP /R∗ and orbital elements due to their
intrinsic degeneracy. As the orbital configuration of the
system is known a priori, the MCMC is set to fit for
RP /R∗ only. The extracted transit depth is used as
input spectrum to the S - retrieval.
2.1.1. Reproducibility Test Result
Figure 4 shows the transmission spectra retrieved for
the S - retrieval (light green), and the L - retrievals with
orbital fitting enabled (blue) and disabled (orange). The
shaded region represents the 1 and 2σ confidence inter-
vals of the retrieval. The input spectrum is represented
by the error bars. Note that light-curves are used as an
input for the L - retrieval (orange and blue) and not the
transit depths. The observed transit depths were used to
provide visual aid for the readers to judge the agreement
of the theoretical transmission spectra to the observed
transit depths. The lower plot displays the Mean Square
Error (MSE) between raw and model light-curves at
different wavelengths. This is to quantify the agreement
between each pair of raw and model light-curves. The
residual time series can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding posterior distribu-
tion of the retrieval process, with the same color code as
Figure 4. All three contours converged to consistent re-
sult with the input parameter. (Table 1) and with each
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Figure 4. Theoretical transmission spectra retrieved by the
two approaches. The light green spectrum is retrieved using
the S - retrieval. The orange spectrum is retrieved using the
L - retrieval, with orbital fitting disabled. The blue spectrum
is also retrieved from the L - retrieval, but with orbital fitting
enabled. The three spectra agreed well with each other. The
lower plot displays the mean square error between each pair
of raw light-curves and the final, model light-curves, with the
same colour code as above. green dots are omitted as they
are retrieved using the S - retrieval.
other, which evidences a good agreement between both
approaches. The L - retrieval, however, showed tighter
bounds in various parameters. Possible reasons behind
the tighter uncertainty bounds are discussed in Section
4.1
2.2. Correlation between the orbital parameters and
atmospheric components
Figure 6 shows the posteriors distribution of the L -
retrieval, with orbital fitting enabled. The top four di-
agonal components shows the distribution of the atmo-
spheric parameters and the lower three shows the distri-
bution of the orbital elements. We found no significant
correlations in the conditional distributions of the atmo-
spheric and orbital parameters. Intriguingly, the strong
degeneracies between RP and other orbital elements,
which are prevalent in light-curve fitting (e.g. Eastman
et al. 2012; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013; Tsiaras et al.
2016b), disappeared. Possible causes and implication
of the aforementioned phenomenon will be discussed in
Section 4.2.
3. BEHAVIOUR OF L - AND S - RETRIEVALS IN
MULTI-INSTRUMENTS RETRIEVALS
The following case study investigated the possible im-
pacts to both retrieval methods when data from different
instruments are combined together during a retrieval.
We continued to use the hypothetical HD 209458 b-like
planet as our target subject. The transit event of the
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Figure 5. Posterior distributions of all three retrievals in
Figure 4. Only the common parameters between the poste-
rior distributions are plotted. The colour code of each con-
tours follows the colour code in Figure 4. The three retrievals
obtained consistent result with each other.
planet was observed by two instruments which have the
same wavelength range as HST/WFC3 (1.1 - 1.8µm)
and Spitzer/IRAC (3.6, 4.5, 5.7 and 7.8µm). The same
assumptions on the planet and the light-curves, as men-
tioned in Section 2.1, continued to apply in this case
study.
We followed the same method as set out in Sec-
tion 2.1. The same atmospheric and orbital parame-
ters were used to simulate light-curves for HST/WFC3
and Spitzer/IRAC (see Figure 3 for a comparison be-
tween light-curves obtained from HST and Spitzer).
The limb-darkening coefficients for different wavelengths
were provided using different sources. The PHOENIX
stellar model was used to provide the coefficients in
HST/WFC3 wavebands and the coefficients for the 4
photometric channels from Spitzer/IRAC were taken
from Evans et al. (2015).
The observation data were then supplied to both
approaches for comparison. Similar to the previous
method, we supplied the correct orbital configuration
during the light-curves extraction process and only fit for
the RP /R∗ for WFC3 spectral range. However, individ-
ual MCMC fitting was used for Spitzer/IRAC channels
due to their complete light-curves. The different treat-
ments for light-curves from different spectral ranges are
due to the completeness of the light-curves. We now
investigate three possible scenarios:
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Figure 6. Posterior distribution of the free parameters re-
trieved using the L - retrieval, with selected orbital elements ,
ie mid-transit time, inclination and a/R∗ taken as input pa-
rameters. The upper four diagonal components represent the
atmospheric contribution and the lower three diagonal com-
ponents represent the orbital elements’ contribution. Degen-
eracy between RP and the present orbital elements vanished
and no correlation was found between the atmospheric com-
ponents and the orbital components.
1. The orbital parameters for both Hubble and
Spitzer data are correct
2. Systematic errors in aR∗ and inclination in Hubble
data
3. Systematic errors in aR∗ and inclination in Spitzer
data
The systematic errors were created by manually increas-
ing the value for a/R∗and i by 0.5 and 0.1 (See Table
4 for a summary of incorrect orbital configurations used
in the different scenarios). The choice of offset was ar-
bitrarily chosen to provide reasonable offsets from the
true values. We assumed light-curves from the same in-
strument would suffer from the same systematic error,
i.e. the same offset.
3.1. Scenario 1: Retrieving from correct HST/WFC3
and Spitzer/IRAC observations
Figure 7 shows the retrieved theoretical transmission
spectra using the observed data as described in Sce-
nario 1 and Figure 8 shows the corresponding posterior
distributions of the retrievals. Despite the fact that both
Table 3. Details of the scenarios explored when observation
from HST/WFC3 and Spitzer/IRAC were combined.
Scenario
Orbital configuration
HST/WFC3 Spitzer/IRAC
1 Correct Correct
2 Incorrect Correct
3 Correct Incorrect
Table 4. The orbital configuration used to generate syn-
thetic light-curves with systematic errors. a/R∗ and incli-
nation were the only two parameters that were changed in
the orbital configuration
Incorrect Orbital Configuration
Period 3.52472
e 0
i 87.31
a/R∗ 8.86
Tmid 2456196.28836
Periastron 0
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Figure 7. Upper plot: Transmission spectra retrieved by
the S - retrieval (light green), the L - retrieval with orbital
element fitting disabled (orange) / enabled (blue). All three
spectra displayed very similar shape to each other. Lower
plot: MSE between each pair of light-curves. The colour of
the dots follows the same colour code.
posterior distributions retrieved by the L - (blue and or-
ange) and S - (light green) retrievals were consistent the
input atmospheric parameters, the shape of the contours
did not coincide with each other, as opposed to Figure 5.
The two retrievals were converging into different values
in various instances. Possible explanations for this phe-
nomenon are discussed in Section 4.3
3.2. Scenario 2: Retrieving from incorrect
HST/WFC3 and correct Spitzer/IRAC
observations
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Figure 8. Posteriors distributions of the S - retrieval (light
green) and the L - retrieval, with orbital fitting enabled (blue)
and disabled, (orange), plotted together. Posterior distribu-
tions from different retrieval techniques do not coincide with
each other on various parameter spaces. However, they were
both consistent with the input atmospheric parameters.
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Figure 9. Upper plot: Transmission spectra retrieved by
the S - retrieval (light green), the L - retrieval with orbital el-
ement fitting disabled (orange)/ enabled (blue). Three spec-
tra displayed drastically different shapes to each other. The
S - retrieval has the closest agreement with the input data,
while the light curve approach with orbital element fitting
disabled, yielded the biggest discrepancy. Lower plot: Mean
Squre Error (MSE)— between the raw observation data and
final, model light-curve. The colour of the dots follow the
same colour code.
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Figure 10. The posterior distributions retrieved from Sce-
nario 2 using both approaches. The colour code of the plot
follows from Figure 9 and only the common parameters are
displayed here. All the retrievals did not converge to the
input atmospheric parameters.
Scenario 2 describes the case when observations taken
from HST/WFC3 were suffering from systematic errors
and thus possessed a different set of orbital configura-
tions, while data from Spitzer/IRAC contained the cor-
rect orbital configurations. Figure 9 shows the outcome
of the retrievals by both approaches. The light green,
blue and orange spectra represent the S - retrieval, L -
retrieval with orbital fitting enabled and disabled, re-
spectively. Unlike Scenario 1, responses from the S -
and L - retrievals are different in this scenario. While
the S - retrieval took the observed data points and pre-
sented the best fit atmospheric components according
to it, the light-curve approach did not align with the
data points even with or without orbital elements fit-
ting enabled. The corresponding posterior distribution
is shown in Figure 10.
In addition to this, if one compares the observed spec-
trum from Figure 7 and Figure 9, one discovers that
there is an offset between the two. The offset in transit
depths is discussed in Section 4.4
3.3. Scenario 3: Retrieving from correct WFC3 and
incorrect Spitzer/IRAC observation
The different retrieval methods were behaving in a
similar manner to Scenario 2. The details of the result
are available in Appendix B
84. DISCUSSION
4.1. Uncertainty on retrieved parameters
Results obtained from the reproducibility test evi-
denced that both L - and S - retrievals were consistent
with each other. The two retrievals, however, possessed
different levels of uncertainty, with the L - retrievals plac-
ing a tighter bound on the retrieved parameters. We
argue that the L - retrieval provides more realistic, con-
sistent estimates on the uncertainties for two reasons:
1) From a data perspective, the higher number of data
points defining the likelihood in the L - retrieval leads to
a smoother convergence gradient during fitting. 2.) The
move to fit directly on the light-curves allows more ac-
curate error propagation, as it is one step closer to the
observation data. Any systematic errors that remain in
the light-curves after the data calibration and extrac-
tion process are evaluated directly and reflected in the
atmospheric components.
Between the two modes in L - retrieval, the posterior
distribution with orbital fitting enabled (blue), features
larger uncertainty bounds than posterior distributions
with orbital fitting disabled (orange). The wider un-
certainty bounds are likely due to the increase in the
dimensionality of the model.
4.2. Correlation between atmospheric and orbital
parameters
The ability to fit orbital parameters as free parameters
allows one to quantify whether the atmospheric com-
ponents correlate with the orbital elements. As noted
in section 2.2, often observed correlations between RP ,i
and mid-transit time disappear in the L - retrievals (Fig-
ure 6). This may arise from 2 different processes:
1. As the light-curves were chained together and
compared to one another during the fitting pro-
cess, any slight change in the shape of light-curves
will incur a severe penalty in the goodness of
fit. Orbital elements are invariant under all wave-
lengths, meaning that any change in orbital ele-
ments will cause a subtle change in the shape of
the light-curve chain. In other words, the geomet-
ric information of the entire chain constrains the
number of possible correlations of orbital elements
which may occur when fitting a single light-curve.
2. Atmospheric components, such as water, cloud
pressure and planet radius, control the overall
shape of the theoretical transmission spectrum, i.e.
the observed planet radius at various wavelengths.
As the observed RP is the product of the atmo-
spheric components, the degeneracy between RP
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Figure 11. Upper plot: Comparison between the trans-
mission spectra obtained in Scenario 1 and 2 using the S-
retrieval. The blue spectrum represents the case in Scenario
1 and the red spectrum represents the case in Scenario 2.
There is a significant offset between the two spectra, which
hints a difference in treatment between the two data sets.
Lower plot: Level of inconsistency between each pair of input
data. Most of them have ∆d/σ > 2σ. Points in the WFC3
spectral range are hence inconsistent with each other.
and orbital elements is reflected in the degenera-
cies of the atmospheric model. We note that this
effect will be more pronounced when fitting more
complex chemistries.
As a result of these two effects, the L - retrieval re-
solves the degeneracy between the RP and other or-
bital elements by translating that degeneracy into the
behaviour of the atmospheric components and correctly
reflecting these observational uncertainties/degeneracies
in the uncertainties of the retrieved atmospheric param-
eters.
4.3. Disagreement between the L - and S - retrieval’s
posterior distribution in Scenario 1
The disagreement found between L - and S - retrievals
in Figure 8 hinted the different response from the two re-
trievals even with the same input data. In order to make
sure the disagreeing distribution is not due to chance, we
ran both retrievals for another 5 times to exclude this
possibility. Outcomes from both retrievals converged
to their respective posterior distribution, with the L -
retrievals (blue and orange) converging to a tighter con-
straint. By fitting lightcurves, a better constraint on Rp
is obtained, which in turn alleviates the degeneracy be-
tween Rp and the cloud top pressure in the atmospheric
model.
4.4. Transit depth offsets in HST/WFC3 passband
Figure 11 shows the difference between the observed
transmission spectra of Scenario 1, the ground-truth,
9and Scenario 2, where orbital parameters were system-
atically altered. Along with the observed spectrum, we
plot the classical S - retrieval best-fit spectra. The lower
plot shows a measure of consistency between respective
observed transit depths, with both spectra found to be
systematically inconsistent by > 2σ.
This figure starkly demonstrates the perils of clas-
sical S - retrievals when orbital parameters are poorly
constrained. For example, light-curves with incomplete
phase coverage (such as Hubble observations) strongly
rely on the input of pre-determined orbital configura-
tions in order to extract RP /R∗. However, orbital con-
figuration taken from external sources may include bi-
ases, in particular in the limb-darkening assumed. Such
biases in orbital parameters can lead to significantly dif-
ferences in the atmospheric retrieval solutions. Since
the S - retrieval is disconnected from the lightcurve fit-
ting, detecting such biases is not possible, whilst it is a
natural outcome of the L - retrieval method.
In the case of the L - retrieval, none of the best-fit
solutions (Figure 10) aligned with the biased observed
spectrum.
Here, the geometric information of the light-curves im-
posed an additional penalty. The severity of the penalty
can be seen from the orange spectrum, where in this case
the retrieval only fits for the atmospheric elements, keep-
ing the orbital parameters fixed. Here, TauREx tried to
compensate the broader light-curve shape by modifying
the observed radius of the planet, the scale-height and
opacity of the atmosphere, leading to a very poor fit
indeed.
When the orbital parameters are allowed to vary (blue
spectrum), the retrieval is more flexible but nonetheless
fails to fit both Hubble and Spitzer data. This show-
cases that the better constrained orbital fit of the Spitzer
data introduces a data-driven constraint on the orbital
fitting of the systematically offset Hubble data. In other
words, the incompatibility of Hubble with Spitzer/IRAC
data has prevented the retrieval process from converg-
ing, flagging potential issues with the data. Unlike for
the S - retrieval, this is the preferred and correct out-
come.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a new, integrated ap-
proach to retrieve exoplanet atmospheres by integrating
light-curve fitting into the classical retrieval approach.
We have demonstrated that this approach, the here
called L - retrieval, has significant advantages over the
conventional retrieval on an 1D spectrum (S - retrieval).
By fitting directly the light-curves, we can propagate
the systematic uncertainties and parameter correlations
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Figure 12. Posteriors distribution of the theoretical spectra
retrieved via S - retrieval in both Scenarios, 1 and 2, over plot
on each other. The colour code follows from Figure 11. The
two distributions display two different interpretation of the
atmospheric components, even though there is only a small
offset in WFC3 spectral range.
from the light-curves to the estimate of the atmospheric
parameters. We find the L - retrieval to be more robust
to correlations in the parameter space and to generally
yield tighter parameter constraints compared to the clas-
sical S - retrieval.
When combining data of multiple instruments or
epochs, bias offsets are possible due to systematic errors
in the instrument calibration, stellar noise, or poorly
constraint orbital parameters. The S - retrieval is oblivi-
ous to the constraints in the orbital parameters, and will
always strive to provide the best fit by biasing the atmo-
spheric model parameters. On the other hand, we found
the L - retrieval to be highly sensitive to such effects and
provide a significantly better safeguard against such
systematic offsets. As more suitable instruments be-
come available in the future, the field will move rapidly
towards multi-instrument atmospheric retrievals. The
L - retrieval approach described here may offer an op-
timal solution to interpret multiple data-sets, taken at
different times and/or with different instruments.
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Figure 13. Residuals between each pairs of the best-fit model light-curve and raw light-curve at different wavelengths. The
blue solid line shows the mean of the distribution and the orange dash line represents the standard deviation of the scatter.
APPENDIX
A. SUPPLEMENTARY PLOTS FOR THE REPRODUCIBILITY TEST
In Figure 13, we have plotted the residuals between each pairs of raw and modelled light-curves for the L - retrieval.
The blue solid line represents the mean of the residual distribution and the orange dashed line represents the 1-σ
spread of the distribution. In short, a good match between the model and the observed should have mean ∼0 and
contained an even distribution of points around the mean. The result showed the model light-curves matched closely
with the ”observed” light-curves during the reproducibility test in Section 2.1.1.
B. SCENARIO 3: RETRIEVING FROM CORRECT WFC3 AND INCORRECT SPITZER/IRAC OBSERVATION
Figure 14 shows the result for Scenario 3. The difference between the three modes is not as big as the difference
shown in Scenario 2. The difference in response between Scenario 2 and 3 is due to the significantly less amount of data
in the Spitzer/IRAC spectral range than HST/WFC3. The result, however, remains the same. There is a noticeable
offset from the Spitzer/IRAC spectral points from the orange spectrum, i.e. when orbital fitting is disabled. The
same effect persists even if orbital fitting is enabled, worse still, the blue spectrum does not fit the HST/WFC3 data,
despite its significantly larger number of spectral points compared to Spitzer. The posterior distribution of the three
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Figure 14. Upper plot: Theoretical transmission spectrum retrieved using both approaches in Scenario 3 (Green: L-retrieval,
orange: L-retrieval with orbital fitting disabled, blue:L-retrieval with orbital fitting enabled). Either modes of L-retrieval show
offsets to the observed data in the Spitzer/IRAC spectral region. The green spectrum, on the other hand, fits the observed
spectrum. Lower plot: The individual mean square error of each light-curves pairs. The error in Spitzer/IRAC spectral range
is significantly bigger than the HST/WFC3 range.
retrievals, as shown in Figure 15, all failed to recover the input parameters. This scenario further demonstrated the
intolerant nature of the L-retrieval towards incompatible light-curves, even if one instrument provides the majority of
spectral points.
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Figure 15. The posterior distributions of the retrievals done in Scenario 3. The colour code of each contours follows the one
set out in Figure 14. None of the retrievals returned consistent results with the input parameters nor with each other.
